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Let G be a finite Chevalley group over the field of q elements, and let W 
be the Weyl group of G. Let B be a Bore1 subgroup of G, and H(G, B) the 
Hecke algebra of the permutation representation (lg)‘. In [8], Lusztig gave 
an explicit construction of an isomorphism, over the field Q(q”‘), of H(G, B) 
with the group algebra Q(q”‘) W. Using this isomorphism theorem, he also 
described, in [9, Sect. 11, a formula which expresses the values of an 
irreducible character of H(G, B) in terms of the values of the corresponding 
character of W, and certain combinatorial information related to the 
structure constants of the Hecke algebra. 
Let W, be a parabolic subgroup of W, and PJ the corresponding parabolic 
subgroup of G containing B. It is known that there is an isomorphism of C- 
algebras H(G, PJ) 2 H(W, W,). The isomorphism given in [B] does not 
restrict, however, to an isomorphism of these algebras over Q(q”‘). The 
main purpose of this paper is to construct, for every J, an explicit 
isomorphism oJ, defined over Q(ql’*), of H(G, PJ) with H( W, W,). The 
isomorphism qJ, when J= 0, is conjugate, in a certain sense, to the 
isomorphism defined in [8]. We also prove a result giving a connection 
between the isomorphisms q* and qJ, which shows that they behave 
naturally in terms of relations they establish among irreducible characters of 
the different algebras involved (see (2.6) below). 
This paper began with the author’s efforts to understand the ideas in [8]. 
While not much in the way of new ideas have to be introduced to prove the 
results below, the supplements to the results of [8] seem worthwhile, in view 
of the work of Dunk& Stanton and others (see [ 121) on special functions on 
Weyl groups and Chevalley groups. These arise from a determination of the 
characters of Hecke algebras H(G, PJ) and H( W, W,), for certain choices of 
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W, (usually maximal in w). The results of this paper make it possible, in 
principle, to relate the special functions on G to those on W, using the 
isomorphisms {q,}. 
We also obtain, as a consequence of our method, some additional 
properties of the Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials, which have implications for 
the geometry of the Schubert cells, as indicated at the end of Section 1. 
1. DOUBLE COSETS AND GENERIC ALGEBRAS 
Let (W, S) be a finite Coxeter system and let l(w) be the usual length 
function on W. Let Z, J be subsets of S, and let XI; denote the distinguished 
cross section of elements of minimal length in the double cosets W,\ W/ W,. 
For each subset Kc S, let wK denote the unique element of maximal length 
in the parabolic subgroup W, of W. We recall that if x E X,;, then 
W; n W, = W,, where L = Ix f7 .Z, by [ 10, Lemma 21. We let Q denote the 
Bruhat order on W, whose properties are summarized in [5, Theorem 1.11. 
Note, in particular, that we have 
Y < wK for all yE WK. (1-l) 
We now have: 
(1.2) THEOREM. Let D be a double coset in WI\ W/ W,, and let 
x E XI; n D be its distinguished representative. Then the following 
statements hold. 
(i) Let L = Ix ~7 J, and set 
z = w,xw, w,. 
Then z is the unique maximal element in D with respect o the Bruhat order 
,<. This element is characterized as the unique element z E D such that 
sz < z and zs’ <z for all s E I, s’ E J. 
(ii) Let X,$ be the maximal elements {z} in the double cosets 
WI\ W/W,, as in (i). Then each double coset D E WI\ W/ W, is characterized 
as the set 
D= (yE W:x,< y<z}, 
wherexEDr7Xt;andzEDnXA. 
Remark. The existence of a unique element of maximal length in D is 
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stated in [3, p. 921. This element clearly coincides with the element z E D 
defined in (i), by the properties of the Bruhat order. 
Proof of (1.2). (i) As in [lo], let X, = XJi, where J= 0; then X, is 
the distinguished cross section of W/W,, and Xi’ is the distinguished cross 
section of W,\ W. Now let w E D, and write w = uxv, with u E WI, x E XI;, 
and v E W,. We may assume that u E Xi1 n W,, and assert that we also 
have w, wJ E Xii f7 W,. The latter holds since for all s E L, 
and hence 
@WL WJ>  4% w”J9 
by the well-known property of wJ that 
0) + KYW,) = Kw,) for all yE W,. 
We now prove, using the fact that X,; = X,- ’ n X,, that for all u E W,, 
XEX,;, Y E XL’ n W,, we have 
Z(uxy) = Z(u) + Z(x) + Z(y). 
We first note that elements of W,xW, can be written in the form uxy with 
uE w,, yEx;ln w,, with uniqueness of expression. Indeed, if 
uxy=u,xy,, with u,u,E W,;y,y,EX;‘n W,, then by [lo, Lemma21 
X -l~;l~~= y,y-’ E w;n w,= W,, 
and the result follows. Now suppose uxy is as above, and Z(uxy) < 
Z(U) + Z(x) + Z(y). Then by the Cancellation Law, we have uxy = u’x’y’, 
where Z(u’) + Z(x’) + I( y’) < Z(U) + Z(x) + Z(y), and u’, x’, y’ are obtained by 
cancelling terms from U, x, y respectively. Then U’ E WI, y’ E W, and hence 
x = x’ since x E X,;. If y = y’ then u = u’ by uniqueness of expression, so 
we may assume Z(y’) < Z(y). Then y’ =zl y, with z, E W, and 
y1 E XL’ n W,, and Z(z,) + Z(y,) = Z(y’) < Z(y) so that 
u’xy’ = uxz,x-‘xy, 
with uxz,x-’ E WI and y, # y, contrary to the uniqueness of expression. 
Now consider w = uxv E D and z = wIxwL w, as above. We shall prove 
that w < z, and by what has been shown, together with properties of the 
Bruhat order (see [5, Theorem l.lIII]), it suffices to prove that u < w, and 
v < wL wJ. The first statement holds by (1.1). 
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Let 
w, = S/(l) *** S/(P) ZJ = Sl(Pi 1) ..* Sr(p+q) 
be reduced expressions, with all factors in J. Then the resulting expression 
for w, ZI is reduced, since ZI E XL’. Moreover, we have wLv < w, (by (1. l)), 
s,(,~w~u < w,u, and sI(ijwJ < wJ. It follows that sI(ijwLu < s,(iJwJ by the 
property W,,,, 3 w, U, wJ) of the Bruhat order (see [5, Theorem 1.1 I). Since 
sl(k) ‘-* s [(,, w, < sl(k-lJ ..a sIcl) w, for any reduced expression slckj ..a s[(,) in 
W,, we can repeat the argument, and obtain, at the last step, u < w, w,, as 
required. The uniqueness property of z in (i) is clear, since < is a partial 
order. 
The characterization of z is proved as follows. Let w E D, and suppose 
SW < w and WS’ < w for all s E I, s’ E J. Let x E X,; f7 D, and write 
w = uxy, uE w,, yE WJfTX,-‘. 
Then SW = suxy < uxy if s E I, and by what has been proved earlier, it 
follows that Z(su) < Z(U), and hence su < u for all s E I. Therefore u = w,. 
Now let 
L’ =LX-‘=I~ J”-‘; 
then 
w = wIxwLx-Ix * w,y = W,W,,XWLY, 
since xwLx- ’ = w, I and wi = 1. Moreover, w, w, I E X, I n W,, and 
w,y E W,. Since ws’ < w for all s’ E J, we can apply the first part of the 
argument, and conclude that w, y = wJ. Then y = w, wJ, and we have proved 
that w = z, as required. 
(ii) Let y E D. Then x < y for x E X,; n D by [6,8.3], and we have 
x ,< y < z by (1). Conversely suppose x ,< y ,< z, with x and z as in (ii). We 
shall prove that y E D. The element z has a reduced expression of the form 
z = UXU, u E W,, v E W,. Since y < z, it follows that y = u’x’u’, where 
u’ < u, x’ <x, v’ < v. Then u’ E WI and v’ E W, by the properties of <. 
The element x’ has a reduced expression x’ = u,x”v,, with y1 E W,, 
x” E x,;, v, E W,, and hence we can rewrite y as a reduced expression 
y = U”X”V”, u” E WI, x” E x;,, Y” E w,, 
with x” <x. A similar argument, starting from x < y, shows that x < x”, 
using also the fact that x E X,;. It follows that x = x”, and hence y E D, 
completing the proof. 
Now let H be the generic R-algebra associated with a finite Coxeter 
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system (W, S), over the commutative ring R = Q[u”*, u-*‘*I, where u is an 
indeterminate over Q. Then H has an R-basis {Tw}wew such that 
Ts Tw = Ts, if I&v) > l(w) 
= UT,, + (u - 1) T, if I(sw) < I(w), 
for all s E S, w E W. The ring H has two involutions (= automorphisms of 
period 2) i and j, given by 
= ~a,.s,u;‘T,,,, (1.3) 
where a,,, E R, w E W, a + a is the involution of R defined by the map 
ullz --) u-l/2 > and, in the definition of j, we have 
E, = (-l)‘(W), u, = u!(w), WE w. 
In 171, two R-bases (C,},,, and {CL},,, of H were constructed, which are 
related by the condition that 
AC,) = E, G for all w E W. (1.4) 
The elements {CL},,, are defined as follows: 
C;= u,‘12 2 Py,,,Ty, WE w, 
Y<W 
(1.5) 
where P, w E Z[u] is the polynomial defined in [7] for each pair y, w in W, 
with y < k. Then P,,,, = 1 for all w E W, and deg P,,, < {(Z(w) - I(y) - 1). 
The action of the generators {T, jSES of H on the basis elements (CL),,,+, 
is important for our purposes, and is given by 
T,C:, = UC:, if sw<w 
= -c:, + @c;, + u’/* if sw > w, (16) 
sx<x 
where 1(x, w) is the coeffkient of u~‘~(‘(“‘-‘(~)-‘) in P,,,, for x < w. We 
shall also use the formula similar to (1.6) for the products CLT,, w E W, 
s E S. The formula (1.6) are derived from [7, (2.3a) and (2.3.c)] using (1.4) 
above, and the formula 
T,j(h) = --uj(T,h), h E H, s E S, (1.7) 
which is easily proved using the facts that j is an automorphism, and 
j(T,) = --uwlTs, for s E S. 
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Now let I, JC S, and let HIJ be the R-submodule of H with an R-basis 
consisting of the standard basis elements 
T,= c T,, D E W,\W/W,. (1.8) XED 
We first require 
(1.9) LEMMA. The R-submodule HIJ of H is characterized as the set 
{hEH:T,h=uh=hT,,,forallsEI,s’EJ). 
The proof is an easy adaptation of the proofs of (2.4) and (2.10) of [3], 
and will be omitted. 
(1.10) THEOREM. Let {C:},,, be the R-basis of H defined by (1.5). 
Then the following statements hold. 
(i) For each w E W, let 
Y(w) = {s E S: SW < w} and 9(w) = {s E S: ws < w}. 
Then for each w E W, 
C:,EH Y(W),9~(w)’ 
(ii) Let I, J c S, and let X$ be dejined as in (1.2ii). Then the elements 
GLX, form an R-basis of HIJ. 
Proof. (i) is immediate by (1.6) and (1.9). 
(ii) By Theorem 1.2, it follows that I E P(w) and JG A?(w) for each 
w E X$ and hence Cl, E HIJ for all w E Xh, by part (i). We now prove that 
the basis elements {T,: D E WI\ W/W,} of HIJ defined in (1.8) are R-linear 
combinations of the elements { C;},,,:J. We first consider a minimal element 
z. in XL, with respect o the Bruhat order, and let z0 E D,, where D, is a 
double coset in WI\ W/ W,. For this element we have, by (1.5) and part (i) 
C&=U~;“~ t] PY,ZOT,,= x a,T,, 
Y<Z, DEW,\WIW.r 
with coefficients ag E R. Upon comparing coefficients, and using (1.8), it 
follows that if a, # 0 for D # D,, then the element z E D nXA will satisfy 
z < zO, contrary to the minimality of z,, . Therefore C:, = aD0 TDO, and we 
obtain 
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since Pz#, = 1, and hence TD, = u~~‘C&. Now let D E WI\ W/ W,, and 
suppose z E D n XA is not a minimal element of XL. Then the formulas 
(1.5) and part (i) imply that 
C: = u; l12Tg + 2 a, Ty E H,,, a,ER. (1.11) 
YiZ 
~0 
Then 2 a,, T, E HI,, and is therefore an R-linear combination of standard 
basis elements T,,, whose representatives z’ E D’ f3 Xl: satisfy the condition 
that z’ < z. Our discussion of the minimal elements z0 E X$ permits us to 
use induction on the Bruhat order, and hence to conclude that the term 
c ay T,, is an R-linear combination of the elements {CL},,,,,,. By (1.1 l), the 
same is true for TD. 
The elements (C;},,x,, + are linearly independent over R, and the above 
argument shows that they span H,,, completing the proof of the theorem. 
(1.12) COROLLARY. Let w E W, and let D E W,,,,\W/W,,,,. Suppose 
x < y ,< z < w, where x E D n Xy(wj,9tw), z E D n X&cW,,9cWj. Then P,,, = 
PY,W = P&W. 
By Theorem 1.10, CL E Hycw,,gccw,. The result is then an immediate 
consequence of Theorem 1.2 and the formula (1.5) for C;,. 
Remark. In (1.12) let D= WIp(,,,~wW9~,,,~, and xEDnX&,,,,,,,. 
Then Py,, = 1 for all y such that x < y < w. This implies that 
by Theorem A2 of [7], where the varieties {p,} and the singular sets 
{Y(,R,)} are defined in [7, Appendix]. I am indebted to G. Lusztig for 
pointing out that this fact follows easily from the geometrical point of view, 
and can also be translated into a well-known property of multiplicities of 
Verma modules. The geometrical interpretation is as follows. Let P, Q be 
standard parabolic subgroups of types P(w), 9(w). Then BxB c PwQ c G 
(where G is as in [7, Appendix]). Moreover, PwQ is nonsingular since it is 
an orbit of P X Q. It follows that BwB is nonsingular at points of BxB. 
Hence the singular locus (in the usual sense) of p, does not intersect /I,. 
2. SUPPLEMENTS TO LUSZTIG'S ISOMORPHISM THEOREM 
In this section, (W, S) denotes a finite Weyl group, with set of 
distinguished generators S, and J a fixed subset of S. As in Section 1, H 
denotes the generic R-algebra associated with (W, S), over the ring 
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R = Q[u”‘, IA -l/*1. We let HJ denote the R-subalgebra of H (called HJJ in 
Section l), with the basis {r, : D E W,\ W/ W,} defined by (1.8). (The fact 
that HJ is an R-subalgebra follows from (1.9) (see [3]). 
As in [8] it is useful to introduce the R-module E’ with the R-basis 
Kvlw,w (to be distinguished from the R-module E and its basis {e,}, defined 
in [S]). We have a two-sided action of H on E’ defined by 
T, . e:,= ueh if sw < w 
(2.1) 
= -eh + ul” e&, + x P(X, w)ei if sw > w, 
x<w 
SX<X 
for s E S, w E W, where ~(x, w) is defined as in (1.6), and a similar formula 
for e;. T,, for w E W, s E S. Thus the map e: -+ CL is an isomorphism of 
two-sided H-modules, by (1.6). By Theorem 1.10, the R-submodule Ei of E’ 
generated by the elements {e;},.x;J is stable under left and right 
multiplication by the basis elements { TD : D E W,\ W/W,}, and is a two- 
sided H,-module. 
Upon setting u li2 = 1 in the equations (2.1), we obtain a two-sided action 
of the generators S of W on E’, given by 
s . e; = e; if sw<w 
= -e; + elw + x iu(x, w) e: if SW > w, 
(2.2) 
SX<X 
with a similar formula for e; . s. By a specialization argument, it is clear that 
these actions preserve the defining relations of (W, S), and hence define a 
two-sided action of the group ring R W on E’. 
The Hecke algebra H,(W, W,) has a basis over R consisting of the 
elements 
where zg = x x, DE W,\W/W,. 
XED 
(2.3) 
It follows from the preceding discussion that H,(W, W,) acts in a two-sided 
manner on EJ, in such a way that action oft, is obtained by setting uli2 = 1 
in the equations defining the action of TD on EJ, for D E W,\ W/ W,. 
Let x: R --t K be a homomorphism of R to a field K. We denote by HK and 
H,” the specialized K-algebras K OR H and K OR H,, and EK and EF denote 
the K-modules K OR E and K OR E,, respectively, which clearly admit two- 
sided actions by HK and HT, and by the specialized algebras KW and 
HK( W, W,) = K OR HR( W, W,) as well. 
We also recall the definition of two-sided cells in W (see [ 71, (81, or [ 111). 
As in Section 1, let P(w) = {s E S: SW < w} and .5%‘(w) = {s E S: ws < w}. 
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We first define a preorder relation & on W, which is generated by the 
elementary relations: 
x <I y if both conditions: 
(a> (x < Y and ,4x, Y) f 0) or (y < x and P(Y, xj # Oj, and 
(bj Wx> g WY> 
are satisfied. Then define x < R y if xP ’ & yP I, and let GLR be the preorder 
relation generated by & and &. The equivalence relation x -LR y defined 
by the preorder relation & divides W into equivalence classes called two- 
sided cells. 
We now can state the two main theorems. 
(2.4) THEOREM. Let (W, S) be a finite Weyl group, J c S, and let HJ 
and H,(W, W,) be the R-algebras defined above. 
(i) There exists a homomorphism of R-algebras 
which is uniquely determined by the condition that, for each x E XL, 
he: - (o,(h) . e: 
is a linear combination of elements {e;}YEX;pY+,RX. 
(ii j Let x: R + K be a homomorphism from R to a j?eld K such that 
the specialized algebra H,” is semisimple. Then 1 @ pJ : H,” + HK( W, W,) is 
an isomorphism of K-algebras. 
(2.5) COROLLARY. Let G be a finite Chevalley group over F,, with Weyl 
group (W, S), and let Js S. Then there is an explicit isomorphism, defined 
over the field Q(q”‘), 
where PJ is a parabolic subgroup of type J in G. In particular, Q(q “2) is a 
splitting fteld for H(G, PJ> for all J c S. 
The second theorem shows a connection between the homomorphisms {cpJ} 
for different choices of J. Let x: R + K be a homomorphism from R to a field 
K such that HF and HK are semisimple K-algebras, for some Js S. Let 
EJ = Cxew, T,, and let IND e, = CXEWJ u’(~), as in [3]. Then x(IND e,) # 0, 
(otherwise 1 @e, is a nonzero central nilpotent element in HF), and hence 
x(IND eJ)-‘(1 @e,) = e,* # 0, and is the identity element in HF. Moreover, 
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Hf = eJ*H*e,*, and it follows that the map which assigns to each ,u f Irr HK 
its restriction to HF defines a bijection of irreducible characters: 
res: {~EIrrHK:resy#O}+IrrH~. 
A similar argument shows that there exists a bijection 
res: {qEIrrKW:resq#O}+IrrH,(W, W,). 
On the other hand the isomorphisms (D: HK g KW and (oJ: H,” g H,(W, W,j 
define bijections of irreducible characters Irr HK tt KW, given by 
~+~o~-~,~EII~~H~, and, similarly, a bijection Irr H,” t-) Irr HK(W, W,). 
(2.6) THEOREM. Let x: R --) K be a specialization such that the algebras 
H,” and HK are semisimple, for some J E S. Then the diagram 
{fiEIrrHK:resp#O)- Irr KW 
res 
I 1 
tes 
Irr H,” - Irr HK( W, W,) 
is commutative, where the horizontal maps are defined as above. 
Proofs of these results are given in Section 3. 
3. PROOFS OF (2.4)-(2.6) 
The proof of Theorem 2.4 is essentially the same as Lusztig’s proof of 
Theorem 3.1 of [B], with some minor changes which we shall describe. The 
preorder & on W allows us to define a kind of graded module on E’ as 
follows. For each two-sided cell Z, let Ei and E$ be the submodules of E’ 
defined by 
E;=(e;:x&,z for some zEZ) 
and 
Eg=(e;:x<,,z for some zEZ, andx4Z). 
Then, exactly as in [B, Sect. 21, it can be verified, using (2.1), that E; and Eg 
are two-sided H-submodules of E’, and are also two-sided W-submodules. 
Then 
gr E’ = r EL/E; (sum over two-sided cells Z) 
z 
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is a free R-module with a basis {Pi},,,, and admits two-sided actions by H 
and R W. Similarly, for J c S, we set ELJ = E; f7 E;, Ez = E$ f7 E;, and 
Put 
Then E&, El,, and gr Ei are all two:sided modules over HJ and HR( W, W,). 
Then gr E; has an R-basis {P;},,x;J, and we have a natural embedding 
gr Ei c gr E’. We now have the following lemmas. 
(3.1) LEMMA. An element e E gr E’ satisfies the condition 
T,e=ue (or s . e = e) 
for some s E S if and only if 
e= c a,FJ:, a,ER. 
YEW,SY<Y 
A similar statement characterizes elements e E gr E’ such that eT,, = ue, or 
es’ = e,for s’ E S. 
Proof. From (2.1), each basis element FL,, w E W, satisfies 
T, 2; = ue;: if SW < w 
= -CL + u’/2 ,& p(x, w) t?; if sw > w. 
(3.2) 
X”LR w 
Thus if e = Cs,,, a,,Pb, then clearly T,e = ue. Conversely, an arbitrary 
e E gr E’ can be expressed in the form 
e= C ayf?;+ C p,t?i (where s E S). 
SY<Y SY>Y 
Then T,e = ue implies, by (3.2), 
u 2: p,fF;= c -p,t?; + c Y,Ci:, 
SYiY SY>Y SX<X 
and it follows that /3,, = 0 for all y such that sy > y. A similar argument 
characterizes elements uch that se = e, since 2 is a unit in R. 
The next result is little more than a restatement of the deep results 
(Lemmas 2.3 and 3.2) of (81. 
(3.2) LEMMA. For each JC S, the left H,-action on gr E; commutes with 
the right HR( W, W,)-action. 
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Proof: By the preceding discussion, it is sufficient to prove that the left 
H-action commutes with the right W-action on gr E’. Let E be the R-module 
defined in [8, Sect. 21, with the basis (ew}wpw, and two-sided actions by H 
and W. Since C,-+ e, defines a two-sided H-isomorphism HZ E, the 
involution j defined in (1.3) carries over to an R-isomorphismj: E + E’ such 
that j(e,) = c,e: for all w E W, and which satisfies the conditions 
T, . j(e) = -uj(T, a e) for all s E S, e G E, 
by (1.7). Using (2.2) and the fact that ,D(x, w) # 0 implies E, = -sx, we have 
j(e) . s = -j(e * s) for all s E S, e E E, 
where e * s is the right action of s on E defined in [8]. By Lemmas 2.3 and 
3.2 of [8], we have 
(Tse,) * t - Ts(ew * t) = c aye, for all w E W, s, t E S 
Y%RW 
(for some coeffkients a,, E R). Applying j to this formula, we obtain 
(T,e:) . t - T,(e$ . t) = UC, 
[ 
2 ayeye; , 
Y+LR w I 
and the lemma follows, using the definition of gr E’. 
(3.3) LEMMA. (i) For each Jc S, the R-module E; aflords the two- 
sided regular representations of HJ and HR(W, W,). 
(ii) Let x: R + K be a homomorphism such that the specialized algebra 
HT is semisimple. Then (gr EJ)K affords the two-sided regular representations 
of H,” and HK( W, W,). 
ProojI (i) By definition, Ef affords the two-sided regular representation 
of HJ. The basis elements {rD) (see (2.3)) define a Q-form Ho(W, W,) of 
HR(W, W,), and the the equations defining the two-sided action of these 
basis elements on the basis {eL},,,+ have coeffkients in Q, so it is sufficient 
to prove that for the specialization u .lJ l/2 + I, E; affords the two-sided regular 
representation of H,( W, W,). This is clear by consideration of the character 
of the action of H,( W, W,) @ Ho( W, WJ)O, which is the specialization of the 
character of HJ 0 Hj on E,. 
(ii) By part (i), (EJ)K affords the two-sided regular representations of HF 
and H,( W, W,). Since HF @ (HF)’ is semisimple, the extensions 
(E;JK + KJKI(E~AK 
all split as two-sided (HJ)K-modules, and hence also as HK(W, W,)-modules. 
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It follows that (Ri)” z (gr EJ)“ as a two-sided module over both algebras 
(HJ)R and H,(W, IV,), as required. 
Proof of (2.4). As noted above, the proof is essentially the same as the 
proof of Theorem 3.1 of [8]. Here is an outline of the steps. First let a, 
denote left multiplication by a, and let 
P: HR VK WJ) + EndHR, w, w,), gr 5 
be the homomorphism of R-algebras defined by /3(u)= a,, where 
End H,(W,.W,), gr EJ is the set of endomorphism of gr EJ commuting with the 
right action of HR( W, W,) on gr E;. The first step is to check that /I is an 
isomorphism, and for this it is sufficient to prove that the homomorphism 
1 @ /3 of specialized algebras is an isomorphism for all specializations 
x: R + K, since this will imply that ker p = cokerp= 0. The result is 
immediate, since (gr Ej)K affords the two-sided regular representation of 
H,J W, W,) for all specializations x: R -+ K, by the proof of (3.3), using the 
fact that H,(W, W,) is a semisimple K-algebra for all such specializations. 
Then define a second homomorphisms of R-algebras 
using (3.2), where a(h) = h,. The homomorphism o, is defined by 
and is uniquely determined as stated in part (i), using the definition of gr EJ 
and Lemma 3.3. 
For the proof of part (ii), let x: R + K be a homomorphism such that Hf 
is semisimple. Then 1 @ a is an isomorphism, by (3.3), and 1 @/3 is an 
isomorphism, by the proof of part (i). Thus 1 @ oJ is injective, and is an 
isomorphism by comparison of dimensions. 
The proof of Corollary 2.5 is immediate from (2.4), since HacqI,Zj(G, PJ) g 
(HJ)Q(q”2), for the specialization x: R + Q(q”“) defined by u”~ + q1’2, by 
[3]. The statement about splitting fields follows from the well-known result 
that Q is a splitting field for a finite Weyl group W. 
Proof of (2.6). With the assumption on K, we have 
HK = e*HKe* 
J J J, 
where e,* is the identity element in HJ K. Also let eJ be the identity element in 
H,(W, W,), so that 
H,(W, W,) = E,KWE,. 
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Now let ,U E Irr H, and assume res ,u =P jHJK # 0. By the results in [4, 
Sect. 1 lD], we may assume that p is afforded by a left ideal HKu, for some 
primitive idempotent u belonging to Hf. Then resp is afforded by the HT- 
module e,* Hu. 
The character p o cp-’ of KW corresponding to ,U is afforded by q(HKu), 
while the character of H,( W, W,) corresponding to resp is afforded by 
p,(e,*H%). Moreover, resp o VO-’ is afforded by ~~cp(H~u). Therefore it is 
suffkient to prove that 
as H( W, W,)-modules. 
By Lemma 3.3, (grE’)K and (grEJ)K afford the two-sided regular 
representations of KW and Hg( W, W,). Let gr 1 E (gr E’)“ and 
gr eJ E (gr Ej)K be the images of the identity elements in these modules. 
Then by the definition of a, and oJ, we have 
rp,(e,*HKu) z eTf?t . gr sJ 
while 
cJa)(HKu) z cJ . HKu . (gr 1) 
as HK( W, W,)-modules. 
Now we assert that HKu(gr 1)~ HKu(gr Ed) as KW-modules, Since 
gr F, = (gr l)r for some <E KW, and right multiplication by < is a 
homomorphism of KW-modules HKu(gr 1) -+ HKu(gr sJ), (<), is an 
isomorphism since HKu(gr 1) is a simple module. 
Finally, we shall prove that 
e,*H%(gr sJ) z sJ . HKu(gr sJ) 
as H,(W, W,)-modules. This follows from the fact that both of these 
modules coincide with HKu(gr sJ) n (gr E;)K. For example, let e E 
e,*H%(gr sJ). Then e satisfies the conditions T,e = ue and e = es’ for all 
s, s’ E J. By (3.1), e is supported by elements {Cl}XEX;J, and hence e E 
HKu(gr sJ) n (gr E;)K. The inclusion 
s,HKu(gr sJ) c HKu(gr sJ) n (gr E;)K 
is proved by another application of (3.1). The reverse inclusions are clear, 
and the proof is complete. 
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4. APPLICATIONS AND REMARKS 
(4.1) Let (IV, S) be a finite Weyl group, and G a finite group with a BN- 
pair, whose Weyl group is W. By [3, (7.2)], there is a bijection w-+ &, from 
Irr W to {<E Irr G: (<, (1,)‘) # 0}, which satisfies the condition 
(WY (1 wy? = cc,, (bJG) (4.2) 
for all JC S. By the results of [ 11, the characters w E Irr W are uniquely 
determined by the multiplicities (w, (1 w,)w), J E S, with the exception of the 
characters of degree 2 in type G,, the two characters of degree 5 12 in type 
E,, and the four characters of degree 4096, in type E, (for an indecom- 
posable Weyl group IV). It follows that the bijection v-+ &,, is uniquely 
determined provided that the condition (4.2) holds, for all J c S, with the 
exceptions as noted. 
On the other hand, the isomorphism 
p: H(G, B) z Q(ql’*) W, 
for a finite Chevalley group over F,, defined by (2.5), also sets up a bijection 
from Irr W to the irreducible characters in (Ig)‘. We shall prove, using 
Theorem 2.6, that this bijection satisfies the multiplicity formulas (4.2), so 
that the two parametrizations of characters of (l,,)G (by characters of W) 
coincide, with the possible exceptions noted above. 
For each Js S, let sJ be the identity element in H,(W, W,), and e,* the 
identity element in Hf, where K = Q(q”‘). It is sufficient to prove, by the 
discussion in [l] or [3], that for each ,D E Irr H, we have 
PCP - ’ @.A = deJ* 1 
This is immediate, since 
for all J c S. 
while 
,u(eJ*) = deg res ,u, 
where the restrictions are to HJ” and H,(W, W,), respectively. By 
Theorem 2.6, res p 0 co-’ and resp correspond by the isomorphism 
9,: Hf g HK( W, W,), and hence have the same degrees. This completes the 
proof. 
(4.3) Let rp: H + R W be the homomorphism of R-algebras defined by 
(2.4), in case J = 0, and let @: H + R W be the homomorphism defined in 
(8, Theorem 3.11. The relation between these homomorphisms can be 
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described in terms of the involution j of H (see (1.3)) and the involution j, of 
R W, where j, is defined by: 
j, (8) = -s for all s E S. 
(4.4) PROPOSITION. For all s E S, 
@CT,) = j, (Pj(R,). 
Proof: Let E be the R-module with the basis {e,},,, defined in 18, 
Sect. 21, and let s * e,, s E S, w E W, be the left action of the generators of 
W on the basis elements {e,}, as in [S]. Then the homomorphism 
@: H+ R W defined in [S] is characterized by the condition that for every 
w E W, we have 
T, . e, - @(T,) e, = c ayey. (4.5) 
Y +1,rl w 
As in the proof of Lemma 3.2, we have an R-isomorphism j: E -+ E’ such 
that j(e,,,) = e,e:, 
AT, .e> = .UMe> 
and 
j(s * e) = j,(s) . e 
for all s E S, e E E. The second formula implies that 
j(a * e) = jl(u) . e for all a E R W. 
Now apply j to (4.5), and obtain, for each w E W, 
j(T,) e,e;, - j, @(T,) &,,,e:, = 2: a,e,eG. 
Y +I.&? w 
By the characterization of the homomorphism q in (2.4), we have 
as required. 
(4.6) (Character Formulu). Let K be a field, and x: R -+K a 
specialization such that the algebra HK is semisimple. Let ~0~: H;” Z 
H,(W, W,) be the isomorphism of K-algebras defined in (2.9). We shall 
indicate briefly how to use the definition of (oJ to obtain an explicit 
relationship between the irreducible characters of Hf and those of 
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HK( W, W,). A more detailed discussion of this formula is given by Lusztig 
in [9, Sect. 11, in case J = 0. 
By (3.3), (gr Ei)K affords the two-sided regular representations of H,” and 
HK( W, W,), and by (3.2), it follows that the algebras of K-endomorphisms of 
(gr Ei)K defined by (H:), and HK( W, W,), (left and right multiplications) 
are centralizers of one another. This implies that the ireducible characters 
{,Uil of 17; and {&} of HK( W, W,) correspond bijectively, ,u~ * &, and this is 
the same correspondence of characters defined by isomorphism qJ. By the 
proof of Theorem 4.1 of [2], we have, for all D, D’ E W,\ W/W,, 
T PAT,) ti(tDO = Tr((~DM~D,)r: (grE.i)‘? (4.7) 
where {T, / and {rn,} are the standard bases of HJ” and HK( W, W,) respec- 
tively (see (1.8) and (2.3)). Since K is a splitting field for H,(W, W,) and 
HF, by (2.5), we can apply the orthogonality relations in the Hecke algebra 
HK( W, W,) to solve for the character values pi(T,) (see [4, Sect. 1 lD] or 12, 
Theorem 4.3 J). The result is: 
Pi(TD) = ({i, <[))I z (ind rD,)-‘T(D, D’) <i(rcgo--I), 
where D, D’ E W,\ W/ W,, 
(4.8) 
T(D, 0’) = Tr((TDMfD),: (gr E-Y‘). 
Some information about the computation of T(D, D’) is given in [9, Sect. l] 
in case J = 0. 
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